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Abstract
Context: A key activity in the construction of any enterprise-wide service-oriented system is the identification of enterpriselevel services from business models based on required quality attributes. Conventional service-identification methods rely heavily
on the experiences of architects to direct them in the identification of services and architectural elements by descriptive
qualitative guidelines. These service-identification methods have proved to be laborious and less productive, given the mere large
scale of enterprises and the human limitations in comprehending the mostly non-quantitative and textual service requirements of
such large enterprises while deriving proper services out of business models.
Objective: In this paper, we present a novel approach called ASIM (Automated Service Identification Method) for automatically
identifying and partly specifying enterprise-level software services from business models using best practices and principles of
model-driven software development.
Method: We have formulated service identification as a multi-objective optimization problem and solved it by a novel metaheuristic optimization algorithm that derives appropriate service abstractions by using appropriate quantitative measures for
granularity, coupling, cohesion, reusability, and maintainability.
Results: We have developed a tool based on this approach and report a case study carried out by using this tool.
Conclusion: ASIM helps architects to derive right architectural elements of service-oriented solutions that in turn lead to
effective service models. Furthermore, the introduced method automates one of the labor-intensive tasks and it enables
architects to focus on more conceptual activities, which need human intelligence, and eventually result in the development of an
efficient service-based solutions.
Keywords: Service-Oriented Software Development, Service-Oriented Modeling; Service-Oriented Analysis and Design;
Requirements-Driven Services Discovery; Service Identification; Service Specification; Service Realization; Automated Software
Engineering; Cloud Computing
1.

Introduction

1.1. Background and Motivation
To develop a large-scale enterprise system, the abstraction level has to be elevated to the level of business domains that the
enterprise deals with [1]. It is widely accepted that traditional methods in "object-oriented" and "component-based" paradigms
are inadequate for constructing such solutions [2] [3]. Therefore, there is a need for a significant paradigm shift [2] toward
enhanced service-based approaches. Business-aligned software services reside on such elevated levels of abstraction. ServiceOriented Architecture (SOA), as an instance of an "architectural style" [4] is currently the leading style [5] for enterprise
applications. The subject of SOA is vast and enormously complex, spanning many concepts and technologies that find their origins
in diverse disciplines that are interwoven in a complicated manner [5]. In this paper, we are mainly concerned with the initial
steps (i.e. service-oriented modeling [3]) of constructing service-based solutions.
In service-oriented modeling, the main emphasis is on the identification of the right architectural elements followed by their
specification and realization [6], consequently leading to populate the service model work product [2]. Although there are a large
number of research and practical works [7] [8] on service computing, technologies, products, and standards, while limited
comprehensive theoretical and practical experiences have been reported on service-oriented modeling [2] [9]. Even these limited
works suffer from serious shortcomings [3] [6] [8] [49]. Due to ignoring enterprise concerns [10], the proposed methods are not
practically applicable to enterprise scales. Furthermore, we cannot subjectively ensure whether or not the architectural elements
satisfy desired design principles. Most importantly, as they advocate prescriptive guidance, their efficiency and the correctness of
the related architectural decisions heavily relies on architect’s experiences.
1.2. Challenges to Service Identification: Critical Issues
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One of the key activities that construct a quality service-oriented system is to derive the right level of service abstraction from
the business domain with regards to expected design principles. However, a couple of challenges [49] exist in order to identify
services.
Firstly, in software development practices there is a need to establish traceability links in order to ensure conformance
between the corresponding artifacts. Service-oriented modeling as a practice consists of specification and realization activities
that follow the service identification. To address traceability issues, model-driven software development methods have recently
been proposed in the software engineering literature. However, with a few exceptions [19] [20] [60], most of the existing
methods are not based on model-driven principles. Therefore, the conformance of architectural elements between serviceoriented modeling activities cannot be automatically ensured.
Secondly, the service identification is a multiple objectives optimization problem [24]. On the one hand, these methods have to
make a trade-off among various quality attributes. On the other hand, as the corresponding technical metrics are not quantifiable
[49] [24], hence the validity of the decisions depends on architect's assessment.
Finally, the identification of appropriate services is currently a human-intensive complex process in which methods are
adopted manually by humans with their inherent limitations, who may cope with a limited degree of complexity [11] [12]. The
complexity is, firstly, due to the complexity of the business domain that needs to be analyzed and secondly by the complexity of
the methods themselves. Currently, a practical service identification method usually is hard to comprehend for the individual
mind. As such, applying the prescriptive method may be inconvenient, which will directly affect the services.
1.3. Research Objective and Questions
Taking the discussion presented above into consideration, we have set the following objective for the research reported in this
paper:
To develop a method called ASIM (Automated Service Identification Method) and implement an associated tool which
automatically identifies and partly specifies the candidate services from an enterprise business model.
Therefore, the central thesis of this paper is to automate the service-oriented modeling activities. The research questions that
we addressed to achieve our research objective were inspired by the tenet of this thesis. The following three questions should be
answered:
1) How the underlying work product can be defined to provide automation and facilitate architectural decision-making at business
level?
2) What technical metrics (as heuristics) can be adopted to measure the design principles of architectural elements (services)?
3) How appropriate service abstractions with acceptable technical metrics can be derived automatically from high-level business
requirements and business process models?
The first question addresses the need to define and utilize a unified abstraction level [24] as a mediated model (because there
are several business modeling methods and languages [14]) that facilitates the automation of architectural decision-making. The
second question focuses on adopting quantitative heuristics to evaluate the appropriateness of architectural elements. Based on
the answer to the first and second questions, the third question deals with the missing link in automating the architectural
element identification, which is an optimization algorithm to derive appropriate elements from the underlying artifacts. This ties
the solution to its intended business objectives [8]. By appropriate we mean an optimized solution for a multi-objective problem
consisting of several constraints.
1.4. The Proposed Contribution
In this work, we have formulated the service identification as a multi-objective optimization problem. In order to solve it, we
then propose a meta-heuristic optimization algorithm as a central technique of our proposed method. A process comprising four
phases (each comprises several activities) has been proposed to guide the architect by providing information on how service
identification and specification should be done. Finally, a tool has been developed to implement the technique and support the
process. It gets an enterprise business model as an input and derives the enterprise level service set and its associated models as
an output and stores them in a repository. The technique, process and tool altogether called ASIM method in this paper. Each
candidate service would consequently be identified with the right granularity, while considering coupling, cohesion, reusability,
and maintainability by adopting appropriate metrics. Up to this point, the only activities which should be done manually in the
ASIM are preparation of the input artifact and adjustment of some parameters.
1.5. Outline
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 examines the most relevant work that has been proposed for
service identification. The problem has been delineated descriptively, and its associated challenges have been analyzed
illustratively in section 3. In section 4, basic concepts of service-oriented modeling and relevant underlying terminologies are
defined formally to set the foundation of this research work. In section 5, we thoroughly present the central technique of the
ASIM as an optimization algorithm. The process model of the ASIM is described in section 6. Subsequently, evaluation of the ASIM
in service-based solution construction is introduced in section 7. The ASIM is validated via a case study illustrated by an example
and followed through a survey in section 8. Some open to interpretation issues will be clarified in section 9. Finally, the
conclusion, which leads to further research, is explained in sections 10.

2.

Related Work

In order to analyze the reviewed work, they are compared against the objectives of this research in three categories, namely
the capability of automation, adoption a set of technical metrics, and utilizing model-based principles.
Much research from both industry and academia has been devoted to some general and prescriptive guidelines and high level
techniques. However, they require advances regarding formality and detailed techniques that can be realized in tool support. As
automation of service identification is the main objective of this work, we have separated most related non-automated (section
2.1) from limited (semi-) automated service identification methods (section 2.2). Then comparison between them is given in
section 2.3 and 2.4. Finally, concluding remarks are discussed in section 2.5.
2.1. Prescriptive Service Identification Methods
Arsanjani et al. [2] have proposed an end-to-end software development method for building service-oriented solutions namely
SOMA (Service-Oriented Modeling and Architecture). It introduces a lifecycle that consisted of a series of governance phases, one
of which is service identification. They have adopted complementary techniques to provide detailed normative guidance, which
conveys best practices in real projects. Although the effectiveness of these techniques has been tested on several projects, they
are nearly silent on providing a quantitative model for optimizing identified services.
Amsden [8] focuses on how to capture business requirements, build services’ model that fulfil them, and create solutions that
realize the designs. Even though, the work provides proper insight into service modeling activities, it does not provide proven
prescriptive guidelines for service identification. Additionally, although the work promotes a model-based approach for
constructing service-based solutions, it provides only a semi-automatic approach in the transformation of the service model to
the implementation model, while the transformation of the business model to the service model is yet based on human
intervention.
Inganti et al. [16] have focused on the identification of enterprise level services. Although they assert that they provide a
methodology for service identification, other aspects of methodology like the utilization of tools are ignored. In this method, a
top-down and a bottom-up service identification technique are consolidated in a method. Although the proposed method is
practical at enterprise scales, the quantitative metrics for identification of the right services has not been adopted.
Jamshidi et al. [24] have proposed a process for identifying and specifying service-oriented architectural elements at the
enterprise level from business models. They assert that service identification is a multi-objective optimization problem. Although
they claim that their proposed process has the automation capability based on mode-driven principles and emphasis on adopting
technical metrics, they could not delineate the problem formally and propose an automated method based on quantitative
service design principles.
Kohlborn et al. [9] have recommended a consolidated method to business and software service identification and specification
that combines and extends the strength of previous techniques and methods. They have provided a comparison and evaluation
framework [15], whereby adoption of appropriate features of the analyzed methods could be achieved. Having utilized these
facets, they have provided a procedural model for service identification. Although they propose a comprehensive approach, they
are completely reticent about automation capability.
2.2. (Semi-) Automated Service Identification Methods
Jain et al. [17] have provided a method to web services identification namely MOGA-WSI. The method, which was the first
attempt to automate web service identification, takes an analysis model as input and derives candidate web services. An initial
hierarchical grouping of classes is derived using a maximum spanning tree algorithm. Then by adopting a genetic algorithm, a
more desirable solution can be selected. Unfortunately, determining the total strength of the relationship between two classes
requires a weighted average of human judgments on several dimensions. According to Moody and Flitman [18], this was an
enormous task and defeated the purpose of automation. Although this method tries to meet the three mentioned objectives, its
input model (i.e. analysis model) is not available when service identification activity takes place. Referring to the service-oriented
solution lifecycle [2], [6], only business level models are available to service modeling activities. However, in order to utilize this
method in the lifecycle, we should take into account the efforts and overhead for constructing the analysis model and makes the
MOGA-WSI less efficient and less practical than the proposed method. Zhang et al. [19] have introduced an environment namely
SOMA-Modeling Environment (SOMA-ME) which acts as a framework for model-driven design of SOA solutions using SOMA
method. In this framework, the identification of services has been automated with MOGA-WSI method.
Strosnider et al. [20] have introduced an approach namely model-driven business transformation (MDBT), which uses a modeldriven software synthesis technology to (semi-)automatically generate production-quality business service component from a
high-level business process model. They present the business entity life cycle analysis (BELA) technique for MDBT-based SOA
solution realization and its integration into SOMA framework. Although they have implemented a tool to semi-automate the
generation of services, their work has some shortcomings. Because of their focus on entities rather than activities and transition
between them in order to model the target solution, the behaviors, which are not associated with the entities, would be missed.

Process level patterns could guide the definition of process-centric services, where process patterns represent abstractions to
sections in several processes across organisations and changing over time. A number of pattern matching and discovery
techniques are defined to work with graphs [65]. Gacitua-Decar et al. [66] have presented a comprehensive approach to service
identification based on business models and related reference models. Although this track of research that are based on business
pattern matching to derive pattern based services promise (semi-)automated service identification based on model-driven
principles, they do not consider measurable service design principles. Therefore, the derived services could not be evaluated
based on quantitative and comparable criteria.
2.3. Comparison between Service Identification Methods
In order to be capable of evaluating how existing methods meet the stated capabilities, we had to derive a set of comparison
criteria (Table 1). A review of the related literature [9] [15] built the foundation for this task. The service identification methods
focus on different aspects, so the effectiveness of the discovered services has big diversity and the efficiency of them is not equal.
We summarize these differences with the help of characteristics within Table 2.
Table 1. Comparison criteria
Criterion
Degree of automation
Employed technical metrics
Utilization of model driven
approach
Identification approach

Identification technique
Identification strategy

Applicability
Type of Identified Services

Employed assets
Reusability of the method

Degree of formalism
Tool Support

Input model
Principal thesis

Definition
A service identification method can be rather a technique, a prescriptive procedure, a semi-automated
method with a case tool, an algorithm with no tool, or it can be an algorithm with a fully automated tool.
A number of important measures exist that influence architectural decisions and result in an efficient
service design.
Model-driven approaches are about using abstract notations to create models that express source and
target models.
Selected approach, which is used for service identification. Different approaches can be adopted for service
identification, namely top-down (domain decomposition), bottom-up (existing system analysis) and meetin-the-middle (goal-service modeling).
Different techniques can be utilized to identify capabilities out of business models such as matrix clustering,
graph clustering or other analytical techniques.
There exists a mapping between business model and services, and how to create this mapping between
business model space and service model space and decompose business model space into a set of services
according to this mapping, is the core problem in service identification. This mapping is classified into four
types: single granularity level mapping (SG), multiple granularity level mapping (MG), middle granularity
level mapping (IG) and dynamic granularity level mapping (DG).
The application scales of methods vary from enterprise to corporation and small scales depending on the
introduced techniques.
There are several service types, including process, information, interaction, infrastructure (utility) services
[13]. However, at the logical level, we only consider process and information services. Process services
provide the control capabilities required to manage the flow and interaction of multiple services in ways
that implement business processes. Information services provide the capabilities necessary to federate
replicate and transform disparate data sources.
Services cannot be obtained baselessly, and methods should employ existing assets as source information
to find services.
If a method were independent on its context, it could be reused in a different framework to conduct its
mission. However, some methods have several restrictions and could not be reused in a different
framework.
Description of methods to audiences could be rigorous with mathematical foundation, (semi-) formal with
graphical models, informal with textual explanations.
A service identification method can be rather a manual procedure, or supported with a case tool to aid the
architect for modeling and documentation tasks, or it proposes a fully automated tool for identification of
services.
Service identification methods should utilize a pre-processed artifact as source information to discover
services.
In the underlying of each method, there exists a central tenet, which is the leading cause of existence for
the method.

Table 2. Comparison of Service Identification Methods
Method
Criterion
Degree of
automation
Employed
technical metrics

ASIM (Our Approach)

Automated
[17]

Semi-Automated
[20]

Pattern-Based
[66]

Prescriptive [2] [8]
[9] [10] [16] [24]

Algorithm (simulated
annealing), CASE tool

Algorithm (genetic
algorithm),
CASE Tool
Cohesion,
Development Cost,
Ease of Assembly,
Customizability,

Human-based, CASE
Tool

Algorithm
(graph-based)

Manual procedure

no quantitative metric

no
quantitative
metric

no quantitative
metric at best with
qualitative metrics

granularity, coupling,
cohesion, reusability,
and maintainability

Utilization of
model driven
approach
Identification
approach

Fully model based

Reusability,
Maintainability
Fully model based

Top down

Top down

Top down

Top down

Identification
technique

Matrix Clustering

Graph Clustering

State Machine Analysis

Identification
strategy [18]

dynamic granularity level
mapping (DG)

middle granularity
level mapping (IG)

single granularity level
mapping (SG)

Applicability

Enterprise-level

Small scales

Enterprise-level

Type of Identified
Services

Process centric

Process centric
Information centric

Information centric

Pattern
matching and
discovery
dynamic
granularity
level mapping
(DG)
Enterpriselevel
Process
centric

Employed assets

Enterprise Business
Model

Analysis Model

Business Entity Model

Reusability of the
method

Reusable

Reusable (ex.
SOMA-ME)

Reusing of this method
has many constraints

Degree of
formalism

rigorous with
mathematical foundation

Rigorous with
mathematical
foundation

Semi-formal with
graphical model

rigorous with
mathematical
foundation

Tool Support

Algorithm, tool support

Algorithm, tool
support

No algorithm, tool
support

Algorithm

Input model

CRUD matrix

Analysis level
object model

Data model

Process model

Principal thesis

automation of serviceoriented modeling
activities

Automation of
service
identification

Semi- automatically
generate productionquality business
service components

automation of
serviceidentification

Fully model based

Fully model
based

Partially model
based
Top down
Bottom up
Goal driven
Prescriptive

Enterprise
Business
Model
Reusable

dynamic
granularity level
mapping (DG)
small to medium
scales
Mainly information
centric
Business Model,
Existing Assets
Mainly they
introduce a
technique, which
has many
restrictions
Informal usually
with textual
procedures and at
best with graphical
model
No algorithm, at
best with CASE
tool support
Business process
model, legacy
information
systems
Manual procedure
for service
identification

2.4. Concluding Remarks
Capabilities of automation, adopting the technical metrics, and utilizing model-based principles are the most important
characteristics of an identification method that is proposed in this paper. Although service identification has an immense impact
on the construction of service-based solutions [41] [46] [47], none of the works cited here have satisfied all the capabilities
specified above. They have a low degree of automation, i.e., to be conducted manually and need subjective judgments. Various
methods only pay attention to part of technical metrics and ignore others, which lead to incompleteness of service performance
[21]. In addition, they aim at different types of business models with distinct modeling languages.
Since service identification directly affects the granularity level of services, several works focus on the analysis of this
architectural attribute. Most of them, such as [3] [51] [2] are from a qualitative viewpoint. However, [49] provides a quantitative
approach to evaluate the quality of service identification.
3.

Service Identification Problem Analysis: an Illustrative Delineation

3.1. Descriptive Problem Delineation
Identifying key abstractions (i.e. architectural, analysis, design elements) is considered as one of the difficult tasks in classical
software development [26]. Levi and Arsanjani [27] claim that “design engineers often have difficulty determining the initial set of
key abstractions that constitute the key elements of a domain in a repeatable and non-arbitrary fashion.” The identification of key
abstractions is most likely one of the first activities in the modeling of an enterprise solution and therefore, errors made during
this step can flow down through downstream (detailed design and implementation) activities [25]. Therefore, effectiveness

(identifying the right elements) and efficiency (identifying the elements in productive manner) are the most important factors in
the initial steps of enterprise solution lifecycles.
In service-oriented analysis and design methods (such as SOMA [2]), identifying key abstractions (i.e. services) is followed by
their specification and realization. Although some might argue that object-oriented analysis and design (OOAD) techniques can be
used as a good starting point for services, its main emphasis is on micro-level abstractions. Moreover, though there are
similarities between software components and services, mapping of existing components directly to services (because the bulk of
the analysis has already been carried out as part of the component-based development methods) can lead to suboptimal design
and results in poor performance, reduced scalability, and complex interdependencies between services [2] [10] [16] [17]. Services,
on the other hand, are business-aligned entities and therefore, are at a much higher level of abstraction than are objects and
components [6]. Hence, there needs to be a higher level of modeling and design principles that deal with the first-class constructs
of a SOA. This is an area where SOA introduced innovative concepts and ideas that were not addressed by other paradigms [13].
Although applying valid prescriptive guidance in service identification gives us the right services, it is important to achieve it in a
productive manner. Therefore, in this paper, we put forward an automated method for service identification.
Referring to the SOMA [2], different approaches can be adopted to identify services, namely top-down (domain
decomposition), bottom-up (existing system analysis) and meet-in-the-middle (goal service modeling). The top-down approach is
about decomposing business elements and refining them into a granularity that makes sense for services. The bottom-up
approach is about analyzing existing IT assets and finding functionality that could be exposed as services, to be reused by many.
The last one is about reconciling needs and what is already provided by existing IT assets. Since the input artifacts to top-down
service identification are business side and non-technical, by adopting technical metrics, effective, business aligned, and modeldriven consistent services could be derived. On the other hand, the other approaches take a look at the existing application
portfolio and other assets and standards that may be not be ready for improvement, not business aligned, and not consistent
with model-driven principles. Therefore, in this work, we begin with enterprise business model and derive the effective service set
based on the information provided only by that model.
Based on these premises, the service identification problem, for which we want to propose an automated method, could be
formulated as follows: "How good service abstractions (at the right level of granularity) with acceptable technical metrics can be
derived automatically from high-level business requirements and process models?"
3.2. Illustrative Scenario
Authors, firstly, introduce a real example for illustrating the identification of services out of the business process model and its
challenges to facilitate our explanation. Business process model plays a key role in service identification [24]. However, there are
a variety of process models of a business process, making it difficult to facilitate automated software engineering activities that
are based on them. Most of the process models are activity-centric; however, an information-centric approach to business
process modeling has emerged, where a business process is modeled as the interacting life cycles of information entities [20] [50].
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the two models of a same business process. In them, each activity acts on some business entities and
changes their states. In order to reveal better a couple of challenges that existed in service identification we will show how to
transform the two process models into a more desirable structure. Each business process has two different aspect, business
activity and business entity. The former tends to be behavioral and the latter structural. Therefore, the best structure to show
their relevancy to each other is a matrix [23]. A simple procedure to do so is as follows:
1) List all the activities as rows of the matrix (note that in the information centric process model some activities might be
identical in associated parts);
2) List the business entities as columns (for the activity centric process models, business entities are optional, however, could
be utilized the algorithm introduced in [50] to transform it to the information centric process model);
3) For the information centric process model, select a business entity and fill the cells in the column, within which the business
entity resides, by the appropriate actions that each business activity does on the business entity. On the other hand, for the
activity centric process model, select a business activity and fill the cells in the row, within which the activity resides, by the
appropriate actions that the activity does on the entities;
4) Change the action names in the cells to the semantic relationships [24] by adopting a transformation table such as Table 3.
By conducting this procedure, a matrix representing the impact of business activity on business entities will be created. This
structure is more appropriate to facilitate automated software engineering activities [24]. The matrix portrayed in Fig. 3A is the
result of executing this procedure on the business process namely "Administering Property Damage Claim" [50].
Although the service-oriented modeling techniques are prevalent in literature, there are a couple of challenges exist for
successful service identification. In order to design useful and reliable services, there is a need to apply sound service design
principles that guarantee the services to be self-contained and come equipped with clearly defined boundaries [41]. For instance,
a general principle is to design course-grained services to avoid complicated interactions [41]. However, they usually have low
cohesion since the large scope of functionality makes them not focus on a single task [41]. Moreover, intuitively, the coarsegrained services reduce coupling as fewer messages are needed to be exchanged across them. However, this is not always true,
considering Fig. 3B, it is possible to most of the business activities and entities create a granular service, but, unfortunately it is
tightly coupled with the other service. Therefore, more appropriate objective criteria should be developed for service modeling.
Moreover, it is important that grouping of activities and entities in services should be mutually exclusive. However, if the
architect doesn’t have the whole picture on the partitioning of the enterprise business model in a concise manner to conduct
service identification, it might result in an inefficient service model. For instance, entity-centric approaches to service

identification try to put all the activities associated with a particular business entity into a service. On the other hand, activity
centric approaches to service identification try to put all the entities of a group of activities into a service. Therefore, the final
services might have identical activities or entities as portrayed in the Fig. 3C and 3D respectively.
In addition, there are still few methods to predict the quality of service identification objectively. Although we have got many
guidelines for service identification from existing methodologies such as [41], the correctness of decisions relies on designers’
comprehension [49]. For instance, considering Fig. 3B and 3E, one cannot decide which design is better.
Taking all the mentioned premises into account, lack of a comprehensive service design method based on quantitative and
analytical approaches is truly sensed.
Table 3. A sample of action to semantic relationship transformation table
Action

Semantic
Relationship

Created
Recorded
Validated
Analyzed
Decided
…

C
U
U
U
U
…

Fig 1. Administering Property Damage Claim Process (Activity-Centric Process Model) [50]

Fig 2. Administering Property Damage Claim (Information-Centric Business Process Model) [50]

Claim
C
U
U
U
U
U
U
U

Notify Claim
Record Claim
Validate Claim
Analyze Claim
Decide on Claim
Reject Claim
Review Claim Rejection
Provide Additional Data
Record Benefit Payment
Prepare Claim Discharge
Offer benefit
Operate Outgoing Payment

U
U

Payment Loss Event
C
U

U
U
C
U
U
U

A

Claim
C
U
U
U
U
U
U
U

Notify Claim
Record Claim
Validate Claim
Analyze Claim
Decide on Claim
Reject Claim
Review Claim Rejection
Provide Additional Data
Record Benefit Payment
Prepare Claim Discharge
Offer benefit
Operate Outgoing Payment

U
U

B

Payment Loss Event
C
U

U
U
C
U
U
U

Claim
C
U
U
U
U
U
U
U

Notify Claim
Record Claim
Validate Claim
Analyze Claim
Decide on Claim
Reject Claim
Review Claim Rejection
Provide Additional Data
Record Benefit Payment
Prepare Claim Discharge
Offer benefit
Operate Outgoing Payment

U
U

Payment Loss Event
C
U

U
U
C
U
U
U

C

Claim
C
U
U
U
U
U
U
U

Notify Claim
Record Claim
Validate Claim
Analyze Claim
Decide on Claim
Reject Claim
Review Claim Rejection
Provide Additional Data
Record Benefit Payment
Prepare Claim Discharge
Offer benefit
Operate Outgoing Payment

U
U

Payment Loss Event
C
U

U
U
C
U
U
U

D

Claim
C
U
U
U
U
U
U

Notify Claim
Record Claim
Provide Additional Data
Validate Claim
Analyze Claim
Decide on Claim
Reject Claim
Record Benefit Payment
Review Claim Rejection
Prepare Claim Discharge
Offer benefit
Operate Outgoing Payment

U
U
U

Loss Event Payment
C
U
U

C
U
U
U
U

E
Fig 3. The CRUD matrix associated to the Administering Property Damage Claim process and different types of clustering

4.

Setting the Context

In this section, the definitions of relevant terminologies and its implications are introduced. In order to define the
terminologies precisely, the concepts are defined by lightweight formal elements.

Referring to the literature [14] of business modeling, there are many methods and languages for constructing the business
model. Each of which has structural, behavioral, and descriptive elements that can represent the whole model. Enterprise
Business Model (EBM) [14] is composed of a collection of smaller artifacts. In this work, authors adopt the two main artifacts
namely enterprise business process (as behavioral part or dynamic view [2]) and enterprise domain model (as structural part or
static view [2]). The former represents a collection of coordinated activities, either manual or automated, that provide added
value to one or more internal or external clients, and the latter depicts the main business entities and their relationships [14].
Definition 1: In the scope of this work, an Enterprise Business Model [24] can be defined as a set of enterprise business processes
and a set of enterprise domain models.
In order to utilize the business model in this work, the lowest level of its dimensions that are applicable in conceptual view
should be adopted. Referring to the literature of software engineering, Elementary Business Process (EBP) is defined as “a process
performed by one person in one place at one time which adds significant value and leaves data in a consistent state” as the lowest
level of an enterprise business process. In addition, enterprise domain model should be decomposed to the extent at that each
entity is created only in one elementary business process and used in the other needed processes and in literature, it is called
business entity [22] [50].
Definition 2: A Business Entity (BE) can be defined as BE= {n, A, R}, where n is the name of the business objects, A is the set of
attributes, and R is the set of relationship between BE and other business entities.
Definition 3: An Elementary Business Process (EBP) can be defined as EBP = {n, (BEj, sr)}, where n is the name of the elementary
th
business process, BEj is the j business entity which semantically related to corresponding EBP. sr  {"C", "R", "U", "D"} is the
type of semantic relationship between EBP and BEj. "C" means the EBP Creates the BEj. "R" means the EBP Reads the BEj. "U"
means the EBP Updates the BEj. "D" means the EBP Deletes the BEj. It is intuitively obvious that each of the semantic
relationships makes dissimilar intensity between an EBP and a BE. For instance, creation relationship makes the most intensity
between an EBP and a BE, but the read relationship makes the least intensity between them.
A matrix is often a good choice for defining concisely the relationships between two different items. However, its benefits are
not limited to conciseness. As the content structure of the matrix is constant, it is possible to analyze it in different ways. The
types of analysis that can be performed on a matrix include arithmetic and cross-checking operations (Traceability and Coverage
for “row 2” and “column B” in Fig. 4). However, in the context of this work we shall focus on the operation that is called clustering.
If the rows and columns of a matrix are rearranged, clusters of cells may emerge. A cluster of cells indicates that the entries in the
rows and columns have something in common and have an affinity for each other (“rows 4, 5” and “Columns D, E” in Fig. 4). The
exact nature of this depends on what the rows and columns of the matrix represent [23]. In this work, EBPs and BEs are used as
rows and columns respectively of a matrix, which is called CRUD matrix [24]. Therefore, a cluster of the matrix could be a
representative of an abstraction level (Business Capability [2]), which EBPs act as their behavioral elements and its BEs act as
structural elements. These clusters are business-aligned entities [24], and therefore, are at a much higher level of abstraction
than objects and components [6].

Fig. 4. Matrix Analysis [23]
th

Definition 4: A CRUD matrix [24] can be defined as M= {(EBPi, BEj) i=1...#row, j=1...#column}, where EBPi is the i EBP and BEj is the
th
j BE. #row and #column represent the number of EBP and BE respectively in the model.
It is proper to mention that the rows and columns of the matrix have commutation property. In the CRUD matrix, two different
commutations could be defined.
Property 1 (Row Commutation): each row (EBPi) of the CRUD matrix could commutate by moving its corresponding semantic
relationships to different row (i’ ’th row in the matrix).
Property 2 (Column Commutation): each column (BEj) of the CRUD matrix could commutate by moving its corresponding
semantic relationships to different column (j’ ‘th column in the matrix).
Definition 5: The k’th cluster of the CRUD matrix (Fig 5) can be defined as Clusterk= {(EBPi, BEj), i=l1...h1, j=l2...h2}, where
1  l1<h1  #row and 1  l2<h2  #column
Many definitions have been proposed for services. Authors believe these below are most appropriate. A service is a specified,
encapsulated, reusable, business-aligned capability [2]. A service operation is the elementary part of a service and specifies the
associated inputs, purpose (function, duty or obligations), and outputs (artifacts, products, outcomes, or deliverables).
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Fig 5. The k’th cluster of the CRUD
Definition 6: A software service can be defined as Sk= {n, I, Msg, RS}, where n is the name of service, I is the set of operations
associated with Sk, Msg is the set of messages corresponding to Sk, and RS is the set of relationship between Sk and the other
services in the service model. Referring to the CRUD matrix, I  EBP is the set of corresponding EBPs, and Msg  BE is the set of
corresponding BEs [24].
Referring to the definition 5, each cluster has some characteristics as follows.
Definition 7 (Characteristics of the clusters):
If Clusterk= {(EBPi, BEj), i=l1...h1, j=l2...h2}, Clusterk’= {(EBPi, BEj), i=l'1...h'1, j=l'2...h'2}, M as a CRUD matrix and S as a software
service, then the following statements as the characteristics of the matrix is going to be correct:


Non-intersection: k, k’ Clusterk∩Clusterk'= {} – It means that the clusters have nothing in common in its structural and
behavioral elements.
k, k’ let l'1= h1, l'2= h2, then Clusterk  Clusterk'= {(EBPi, BEj), i=l1...h'1, j=l2...h'2} – It means that the union of two clusters is
equivalent to merging them.



n



Completeness: If M is clustered into n clusters then

 Cluster

k

=M – Union of all the clusters constituting the CRUD matrix is

k 1

equivalent to that matrix.
S k Clusterk =S – There is exactly one cluster, which is equivalent to the specified service S.
Enterprise service model is a model of the core elements of a SOA and is used as an essential input to activities in
implementation and testing of software solutions. The service model is an abstraction of the software services implemented
within an enterprise and supporting the development of one or more service-oriented solutions [25].


Definition 8: An Enterprise Service Model [24] can be defined as ESM= {S, R}, where S is the set of services, and R is the set of
n

relationship between services, S= {S1, S2, …, Sn} and R=

 RS
i 1

5.

i

.

The Heart of ASIM: Automated Service Identification Technique
In this section, identification technique as one of the significant phases of the ASIM is formally introduced by adopting
mathematical notations.

5.1. Mathematical Problem Delineation
Suppose we have identified n services {S1, S2, …, Sn} from a business model EBM (definition 1) and create service set S
(definition 8). In order to design useful and reliable services, we need to apply sound service design principles that guarantee the
services are equipped with well-defined boundaries and service endpoints to allow for service composability [41]. Since we aim to
have optimal service set S, each service should be optimum in terms of the technical metrics. Therefore, we can use the average
of each technical metric (TM) as an objective function of the service identification problem as follows:
n
1
( Max( TM j ( S i )))
n
i 1

, where j represents index of the technical metrics and all of the metrics that should be minimized has been transformed to a
formula that should be maximized.
Taking all the objective functions into account, consolidated objective function of the problem can be the multiplication [21] of
the individual objective functions. Therefore, the service identification problem (SI) can be mathematically delineated as a

function, which gets a business model of an enterprise and derives an optimum service set under the guarantee that all the
associated technical metrics are as optimal as possible:
SI: EBMESM
S={S 1 , S 2 , …, S n }
Max Z(S),
n

Z (S) =

 TM
j

i 1

j

(Si ) (1)

5.2. Main Technique of the Contribution: Clustering
Referring to the problem description, we want to derive an optimum service set from EBM. Many models are available to
represent EBM, while an automated solution without human intervention needs an abstraction level of EBM that provides
quantitative capabilities. Authors define the CRUD matrix, by the specification described in definition 4, as the desired abstraction
level. A cluster (definition 5) of the matrix would represent a business-aligned service (definition 6). Therefore, a clustering
algorithm, which derives optimum mutually exclusive clusters (definition 7), would be the solution of this problem [24]
The clustering algorithms have been used in many domains such as identification of information systems, subject databases,
machines processing in manufacturing management, linguistic and botany disciplines, among others [28]. The recent approaches
indicates that there is little enthusiasm in clustering techniques for identification of information systems and its components,
however, older approaches revealed that this issue has been addressed by Martin [29], Feldman [30], Teorey [31], H.S. Lee [32],
S.D. Lee [33], Teale [34], Joglekar [35], IBM BSP [36]. These approaches are practical, but subjective insofar as it only provides the
basis for manual clustering. The methods, which consider quantitative criteria, only apply a single criterion (distance in [36],
cohesion in [29] [33], [36], Fuzzy equivalence [32], Cohesion-Coupling [37], [38], [39]) resulting in a single-objective optimization
instead of multi-objective one.
An automated algorithm would overcome three important shortcomings [28] of the existing algorithms requiring manual
intervention. Firstly, the clusters produced by a manual algorithm change from one implementation to the next, depending on the
intervening human expert’s judgments. Even clustering by the same individual could produce similar inconsistencies, while an
automated algorithm will produce consistent solutions to similar problems. Secondly, manual algorithms may work properly for
small cases, but, for typical real-life cases, they are unlikely to produce a good solution (due to limitations of cognitive capabilities
[18]) that seeks several clustering objectives simultaneously. Thirdly, manual algorithms take substantial amounts of time to
implement. In today’s highly dynamic business environment, existing business models become obsolete at an increasing pace. The
ability to rapidly change service models and their following work products to support the needs of changing business models is
high on the research agenda of service-oriented solutions [5]. Hence, recent work in service-oriented solution development has
aimed at automated algorithm based on analytic approach [19].
5.3. Source Model: the CRUD Matrix
Referring to section 3 and specifically definition 4, a model is introduced that mediates between enterprise business model
and enterprise service model in order to extract candidate services populating the enterprise service model. The mediated model
is formed [24] as a matrix, which has EBPs as its rows, BEs as its columns, also semantic relationships ("C", "U", "D", "R", with the
distinct intensity (relationship strength) C>U>D>R) as its cells. Moreover, by referring to the definition 2 and 3, each column has
exactly one “C” semantic relationships and each row might have zero or more "C"s. It is not a strong constraint because if a
column that has more than one "C" is encountered, the corresponding BE could be split into more than one BEs with smaller
granularity.
In order to compute the value of each technical metrics, the model should be transformed into value-based rather than tagbased. Therefore, the corresponding value (weight) of each tag should be replaced in the model (Fig. 6) according to
1=>C>U>D>R=>0. The larger the weight in the entry, the closer the relation between EBP and BE. From now on, we will assume
that values in the CRUD matrix are some real numbers between 0 and 1. Also due to simplifying computations and have rounded
values, we adopt these substitutions: C: =1, U: =0.75, D: =0.5, R: =0.25.
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5.4. Technical Metrics: Quantitative Criteria
The objective of a service identification process is to identify high quality services, which satisfy design principles. It should
lead to identify independent reusable blocks as services to promote software applications that they would be utilized. Throughout
crystallizing services, it’s important to pay enough attention to shape high quality services, which satisfy technical and managerial
goals.
Various managerial and technical goals have been introduced and applied to evaluate components’ quality, but all the goals
are not applicable in the context of service identification [21],[24], [26], [27], [40]. The most fundamental goals which usually
mentioned in literature to evaluate a service quality are service cohesion, coupling, granularity, maintainability and reusability.
These goals heavily affect the shape of the services, therefore it is important to define appropriate metrics to quantitatively
evaluate them.
In order to automate the service identification process, appropriate metrics should be formulated with the elements of the
CRUD matrix, which were defined in section 3. Each metric should introduce a function, which determines the appropriate value
(based on rule of thumb) of the corresponding metric. We have defined four metrics, including total semantic relationship,
internal semantic dependency, external semantic dependency and service semantic affinity. For each metric, authors at the first
define a function to evaluate a service Sk and then define a function to evaluate a service set S constituting Sk.
Metric 1: Total Semantic Relationship (TSR)
TSR for a service is defined by summation of total semantic relationships that are belonging to the service clusterS k. The TSR
formula, TSR (Sk), is considering the number and type of semantic relationships associated with the S kcluster to measure its size.
For a service set S total semantic relationships, TSR (S), is defined as the average of services TSRs. TSR (S k) and TSR (S) are
formulated as:
h2

TSR (Sk) =

h1

 sr
j l 2 i l1

ij

#s

TSR (S) = (

TSR(S ) )/#s
k

k 1

Where TSR (Sk) is the total semantic relationship of a service Sk. TSR (S) is the total semantic relationship of service set S. Sk is
k’th service in service set S. Service Sk is located in a cluster with the boundaries i=l1...h1, j=l2...h2. srij is the value of semantic
relationship between EBPi and BEj which specified by M (i,j). #s is the total number of services in service set S. Fig 7 illustrates the
TSR calculation process using a simple example.
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Fig 7. Calculating TSR value for a CRUD with two services
Metric 2: Internal Semantic Dependency (ISD)
Internal semantic dependency of a service is defined by degree of strength of relationship between service semantic
relationships within a service. Within CRUD matrix, each semantic relationship is strongly related to other semantic relationships,
which are located in the same elementary business process and which are related to one business entity. Fig 8 shows semantic
relationships, which has a strong internal dependency with sr12 semantic relationship in bold style and with sr33semantic
relationship with green color. It also shows that sr 12has more internal dependency to the service than sr 33. According to this, we
define ISD of a service, ISD (Sk), as a portion of total strong semantic dependency, TSSD (Sk), between its semantic relationships to
the total semantic dependency, TSD (Sk), between its semantic relationships in the service cluster. We define the ISD of service set
S, ISD (S), as an average of services’ ISD, but a service which has a higher TSR has more effect on average, so we introduce ISD (S)
as an average of services’ ISD, which justified by total semantic dependency of each service. Fig 9 illustrates the TSR calculation
process using a simple example. We formulate ISD (Sk) and ISD (S) as:
ISD (Sk) = TSSD (Sk)/ TSD (Sk),
ISD (S) = (
Where:
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Fig 8. In the selected service highlighted with grey color, the sr12semantic relationship has a strong internal dependency on EBP
with sr11and sr13. It also has a strong internal semantic dependency on BE with sr22. These strong dependencies are displayed by
bold style. Furthermore sr33strong internal semantic dependency on BE with sr31. This strong dependency is displayed by green
color.
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Fig 9: Calculating IDS value for a CRUD with two services.
Metric 3: External Semantic Dependency ESD
External semantic dependency is defined as a measure of the relative interdependence among service semantic relationships
(semantic relationship in the service cluster) and external semantic relationships (semantic relationships which, are not belong to
service cluster). Within CRUD matrix, each cell srij, which is not categorized in any cluster, represents an external dependency. Fig
10 shows two services with their external dependencies in bold style. According to this, we define a service external semantic
dependency, ESD (Sk), as the summation of semantic relationships, which are not belonging to the service cluster and the service
is dependent to them. Moreover, we define a service set external semantic relationship, ESD (S), as the summation of services
ESDs. We formulate ESD (Sk) and ESD (S) as:
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Fig 10: Calculating EDS value for a CRUD matrix with two services. Semantic dependencies of the selected service with gray
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Metric 4: Service Semantic Affinity (SSA)
Service semantic affinity of a service S, SSA (Sk), is defined by density of the semantic relationships in the service cluster.
Furthermore, we define affinity of the service set S, SSA(S), as the average of density of service’s clusters. According to Fig. 11, we
define SSA (Sk), and SSA (S) as:
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Fig 11. Calculating SSA value for a CRUD with two services
5.5. Discussion on metrics
In our contribution, we introduced four metrics (total semantic relationship, internal semantic dependency, external semantic
dependency and service semantic affinity) as criteria for identifying and evaluating services. Table 4 shows the summary for
proposed metrics. These metrics are introduced to guide the service identification process to shape high quality services to attain
high cohesion, low coupling, course grained granularity, high maintainability and high reusability design principles. For each
design principle, goal metrics are categorized in three groups namely, correlated, opposed and assisted metrics. Metrics which
their definitions are conforming to goal definition categorized in the correlated group. Metrics which has a conflict with the goal
definition is categorized in the opposed group. Metrics which their definitions are not precisely conforming to goal definition, but
it affects the goal is categorized in the assisted group. Table 5 shows the relationship between metrics and technical goals. In the
following sections, authors discuss how this metrics affects the mentioned technical goals. And it explained how fulfil this metrics
could promise to achieve mentioned design goals.
Table 4. Metrics summary
Metric
Name

Main Purpose

Optimization goal

TSR
ISD
ESD
SSA

Services which comprise more semantic relationships
Services with more internal dependency
Low semantic dependency between services
services deals with a little number of EBPs and BEs

Max
Max
Min
Max

Table 5. Relationship between metrics and technical goals
Service Design Principle
Cohesion
Coupling
Granularity
Maintainability
Reusability

Meanings
Semantic closeness between
operations in S
Semantic closeness between
operations in S and in other services
The scale of S
ease of modifying S to fit proposed
requirements
Capability of adoption of S in the
other contexts

Optimization Direction

Correlated Metrics

Opposed
Metrics

Assisted
Metrics

High

ISD

ESD,TSR

SSA

Low

ESD

ISD

SSA

Course grained

TSR

ISD

SSA,ESD

High

ESD and ISD

TSR

SSA

High

ESD and ISD

TSR

SSA

Cohesion
Cohesion of a service shows by degree of strength of relationship between service operations within a service [41]. Within
CRUD matrix, each operation is strongly related to other operations, if their semantic relationships have strong dependency.
According to this definition, the cohesion of a service is correlated with internal semantic dependency metric and optimizing ISD
(S) leads to shape more cohesive services. In addition SSA metric influences shape more cohesive services. It provides the
possibility of appearing more granular and less coupled services while each service deals with fewer numbers of EBPs and BEs.
Coupling
Coupling is a measure of the relative interdependence among services [41]. Within CRUD matrix, if there exists a dependency
between two semantic relationships of services, then these services will be dependent. This definition is conformance with ESD
metric which defines that each semantic relationship that is not categorized in a cluster shows that a service needs to be
dependent to another service. Based on this definition optimizing ESD (Minimization) leads to shape less coupled services.
Coupling has a conflict with cohesion, which correlated with ISD metrics and there should be a trade-off between them. SSA
metrics leads services deals with fewer number of EBPs and BEs so this metric influence the optimization process to shape less
coupled services while try to preserve service cohesion.
Granularity
Among the metrics, granularity is the most important one. Service granularity influence on service performance has been
noticed by researchers [64, 21]. Although the service granularity is not a design principle, it heavily affects the characteristics and
shape of services [41]. Granularity of a service is usually defined by the scope of the functionality which provided by that service
and number of operations in that service, which are mentioned as the main factor. Within CRUD matrix, the service scope of
functionality represented by semantic relationship between elementary business processes and business entities, which displayed
by {C, R, U, D} in the corresponding cluster, so the granularity of a service can be defined by summation of total semantic
relationships in the service cluster. Therefore, the TSR metric has a direct effect on this goal while strongly influenced by ESD and
SSA metrics. While TSR metric try to produce more granular services, ISD justifies it by preventing to put non-strong related
operation in a service. SSA metric influences the identification process to have services that contain fewer EBPs and BEs with
more affinity between their semantic relationships.
Maintainability
Maintainability is a measure of easiness for modifying the services to adapt to the proposed requirements [63]. When a service
has a high cohesion and low coupling, it is more likely to be easily modified, so it can be adapted to a changing environment. A
service that has maximum cohesion and minimum coupling is totally context-independent and is therefore, having the highest
maintainability [41]. This definition is consistent with the ISD, ESD metric. Furthermore, optimizing SSA leads to shape services
with less complexity, because denser services will provide the possibility of appearing more granular services while each service
deals with fewer numbers of EBPs and BEs, so it influences identification to discover more maintainable services.
Reusability
Web services intended to provide a coarse grained function to support business processes. This characteristic makes it
different from traditional reusability approaches that emphasis on fine-grained technical oriented artifacts [41]. It is usually
mentioned that a web service which is a self-contained executable program with high cohesive and low coupled operations has
greater chance of reusability [63]. These characteristics correlated to ISD and ESD metrics. Furthermore, if a denser cluster for
service set selected, then the complexity of service will be decreased, because denser services will provide the possibility of
appearing more granular services while each service deals with fewer numbers of EBPs and BEs. This property makes reusability
correlated with SSA metric.
5.6. Objective and Expectation Functions: Indicator
Service identification is a multi-objective problem (also known as multi-criteria or multi-attribute optimization, which
simultaneously optimizing two or more conflicting objectives subject to certain constraints [42]), which its distinct objectives
should be optimized simultaneously. In service identification problem, technical metrics restrains mutually, and cannot reach to
the optimized value at the same time [28]. For instance, there is a conflict between coupling and cohesion; in addition, coarsegrained services are usually less reusable [41].
According to previous sections, four metrics TSR(S), ISD(S), ESD(S), and SSA(S) are defined. There are conflicts between these
objectives. Table 6 describes these conflicts. Because of these conflicts there may not exist an optimal solution which is
simultaneously optimal with respect to all of them. Much work is done to solve a multi objective problem. Some of them return a
solution as a result which make a trade-off between conflicted objectives to convert the solution to a single objective problem.
Some other solutions return a set of non-dominated solutions [17]. Solutions which convert a multi objective problem to a single
objective problem are simpler, and by defining proper weights for each objective based on managerial goals, we could anticipate
to find a proper result which could satisfy them. Experiments conducted by authors have shown that consolidating these metric
to a single objective function could afford good enough result in this context. Therefore, we formulate the service identification
problem to a single objective problem as:
Z(S) = F (TSR(S), ISD(S), EST (S), SSA(S))
For simplicity, we adjust the TSR metric value to the real numbers between 0 and 1by multiplying it by coefficient value α.
Furthermore, we transform the EDS(S) formula to a maximization problem and adjust its value between 0 and 1 by α, and we
formulate the objective function as follows:
Z(S) = ATSR(S) * ISD(S) * (1-AESD (S)) * SSA(S).

Where:
ATSR (S) = α * TSR(S).
AESD (S) = (1- α* ESD(S)).
# col # row

α=1/

  sr
j 0 i 0

ij

Table 6. Conflicts between metrics optimization objective
Metric A

Metric B

Confliction status

TSR(S)

IDS(S)

conflicted

TSR(S)

SSA(S)

Conflicted

IDS(S)

EDS(S)

Conflicted if the
CRUD could not
shaped as a
diametrical
matrix

EDS(S)

SSA(S)

conflicted

Confliction reason

TSR will be optimized when there is one service constituting
all BEs and EBPs, and break it to small services leads to worse
TSR value. So to achieve better TSR value the service set
should decompose to fewer numbers of services, which
constituting more BEs and EBPs, but increasing number of
BEs and EPBs leads to decrease of IDS value. IDS will be
optimized when the service set is decomposed to services
which at max have one BE or EBP.
The optimized value for SSA will attain if the service set
breaks to services that cover dense areas. This strategy leads
to shape smaller services, but smaller services lead to less
optimized TSR value.
IDS will be optimized when services constituting fewer
numbers of BEs and EBPs, but if the CRUD matrix could not
be shaped as a diametrical matrix then this strategy leads to
appear semantic relationships, which are not categorized in
any service cluster. So the EDS value will be increased, and
less optimized ESD will attain.
The optimized value for SSA will attain if the service set
breaks to services that cover dense areas. This strategy leads
to shape clusters that only cover dense areas. This strategy
leads to have a lot of uncovered areas, which increase the
chance of uncovered semantic relationships and
subsequently greater and less optimized EDS value will be
attained.

5.7. Solving the ASIM clustering optimization problem
As the matrix clustering problem in general is NP-complete [43], and cannot get an optimal result in polynomial-time,
therefore heuristic methods are needed to generate good, but possibly not optimal, results. Meta-heuristics have become the
method of choice for optimization problems that are too complex to be solved using deterministic techniques such as linear
programming or gradient methods. Because of their ease of implementation, and fitness for parallel computing, meta-heuristics
often take less time to result in good enough solution than gradient methods. However, most real-world problems often involve
simultaneous optimization of several concurrent objectives. In multi-objective optimization, gradient-based methods are often
impossible to apply [42].
Simulated Annealing is a generic probabilistic meta-heuristic algorithm for global optimization problem. Simulated annealing is
a method based on annealing glass and metals [62], and can be applied in a large search space problem to obtain a good
approximation to the global optimum. It could be a practical compromise between optimization algorithms for large space
problems, and produce a reasonable answer in reasonable time [61]. The advantage of this approach is that it can avoid getting
trapped in local optima. Simulate annealing optimization is defined as follows in order to solve the identification problem:
Algorithm 1: identification of services from CRUD matrix based on simulated annealing optimization algorithm
1. Set input parameters and number of iterations
2. Generate a random solution as current solution
2.1 Generate a random number between 1 and #rows as the number of services
2.2 Assign each row to a service number with uniform probability
2.3 Assign each column to a service number with uniform probability
2.4 do the following step to eliminate inconsistencies
2.4.1 For each column with a service number that doesn’t belong to rows services
Assign it to a new service number
2.4.2 For each row with a service number that doesn’t belong to column services
Assign it to a new service number
3. Randomly select a successor of current as next
3.1 Choose a service number between 1 and number of services +1 as selectedService

3.2 Choose a column selectedcCoumnl and a row selectedRow randomly
3.3 Assign selectedcCoumnl and selectedRow to selectedService
3.4 do the following step to eliminate inconsistencies
3.4.1 For each column with a service number that doesn’t belong to rows services
Assign it to a new service number
3.4.2 For each row with a service number that doesn’t belong to column services
Assign it to a new service number4. Evaluate the resulting change deltaE as Z (next) – Z (current)
deltaE / T

5. Current  next only with probability e
6. T = 1/iteration number
7. Repeat steps 3 – 6 for the given number of iteration
6.

The Process Model: Towards Automated Service Identification Method

This section describes the ASIM for the identification and modeling of services as visualized in Fig. 12. It utilizes the strengths of
the proposed clustering technique as well as adopting certain facets to provide a comprehensive procedural model for service
identification. ASIM process model covers the identification and initial specification of services by extending, detailing,
formalizing, and consolidating our previous approach introduced in [24]. This process will be structured into four distinct phases,
each comprising a specific set of activities that may use the outputs of previous phases as inputs. The ultimate goal is to automate
all the specified activities; however, the majority of them have been automated in this work and the other remaining manual
activities have been planned to automate in the ASER research group.
6.1. The Preparation Phase
The EBM, irrespective of being activity or information centric, should be prepared for transformation into a matrix structure.
The initial CRUD matrix is then constructed based on the business process models by adopting a procedure that is described in
section 3.2. Finally, simulated annealing optimization approach will be used by clustering algorithm and also for exposure
decisions are adjusted by the architect.
6.2. The Identification Phase
Having built the prerequisites, the service identification phase comprises activities that lead to the derivation of a set of
services. All the activities required to be done in this phase have been automated by the Algorithm 1. If the clusters derived by
the Algorithm 1 did not satisfy the intuitive impression of the architect, the adjusted parameters that tune the algorithm could
then be redefined. This intuitive dissatisfaction could be inspired by the boundaries of the identified services with changing the
weight of metrics in the Z function.
6.3. The Modeling Phase
At this stage, services and service boundaries have been identified by the clusters and its border. The detailing phase
comprises activities concerned with the naming of services and relationships and interactions between them. All the activities
required to be conducted in this phase have been automated by the Algorithm 1. The interaction model helps to determine
critical services that should get priority in realization phase.
6.4. The Exposure Phase
The exposure decisions enables enterprises to gain an understanding of which business services contribute most to the value
of an organization and its competitive advantage. This information is fundamental to make sourcing and funding decisions [9].
Having identified candidate services, the exposure phase constitute activities that evaluate candidate services based on the
quantitative measures introduced in section 5.5 and then store them with XML format in the enterprise service repository.
In this paper, Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) model [45] has been adopted as a framework to formulate a subjective
measure when evaluating each candidate service. This formula represents the extent to which services can be exposed based on
the metrics introduced in section 5.5 and its relative importance. The data for constructing this formula should be collected from
subject matter experts (quality management specialists, metrics analysts, software engineers etc.) belonging to the enterprise by
distributing a structured questionnaire. It is to be noted that AHP approach is a subjective methodology that does not necessarily
involve a large number of experts to take part in the process [45]. The respondents should be requested to make a pair-wise
comparison of the identified criteria and the decision alternatives on the degree of their importance with respect to the defined
goal and criteria respectively. For further explanation refer to [45].
A service repository will support awareness by hosting services interface descriptions in a central location that is accessible to
appropriate stakeholders. Within the ASIM, the services that have passed the SLT should be store with XML format (Fig. 13) in the
service repository of the enterprise.
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Fig. 12. ASIM Process for the derivation of services

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<Service
ServiceName="Manage Order">
<BusinessEntities
BE1="Order"
BE2="Discounts">
</BusinessEntities>
<ElementaryBusinessProcess
EBP1="Receive Order"
EBP2="Calculate Discount"
EBP3="Check Inventory"
EBP4="Calculate Price"
EBP5="Add Discounts">
</ElementaryBusinessProcess>
</Service>
Fig. 13. XML format of Manage Order to be stored in the enterprise service repository
7.

Evaluation and Tool Implementation
7.1. Tool Implementation: Automated Service-Oriented Modeling Tool

A research group namely Automated Software Engineering Research Group (ASER Group) at Shahid Beheshti University, has
implemented the proposed method as a tool. Automated Service-Oriented Modeling Tool (ASOM-Tool), which is developed on
top of Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) (www.eclipse.org/emf/) with the language of Java, is proposed to provide automation
features for modeling service-oriented solutions in a systematic and model-driven fashion. ASIM has been implemented as a part
of this tool to provide automation in service identification activity. The other tool’s requirements and architectural drivers, which
lie outside our current scope of this paper, include automation of service specification, and service realization activities, fetching
business model from business modeling environments and producing a service model capable of being represented in solution
development environments, supporting model evolution features, as well as being maintainable, and modifiable. The
architectural blueprint of ASOM-Tool is shown in Fig. 14. While Eclipse provides a powerful platform for interoperability between
different solution development environments, ASOM-Tool is realized in this platform to provide an integrated environment for
conducting service-oriented modeling tasks.
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Fig. 14. ASOM-Tool architecture
7.2. Positioning of ASIM in ASOMF
In order to facilitate service-oriented modeling, the ASER research group has developed a framework consisting methods,
techniques and tool namely ASOMF [55], that one of its method is ASIM as depicted in Fig 15. This framework has been
developed to help SOA practitioners design and model SOA solutions and services in an automated and systematic way. Since a
full description of the whole framework lie outside our current scope of this paper, a couple of contributions [56] [57] [58] that
demonstrate the constituent methods and techniques have been published.

Fig. 15. Automated Service-Oriented Modeling Framework [55]
7.3. ASIM and ASOM-Tool Applicability

The principles of the model-driven development (MDD) are equally applicable when the goal is to create services and serviceoriented solutions [ref]. High-level models representing business concepts (EBM) can be transformed into logical models (ESM) of
a service-oriented solution, which in turn is transformed into implementations of services and service assemblies that realize the
solution. Model-driven approaches allow developers to create services and service-oriented solutions by focusing on business
context of services and to apply transformations to the logical models and underlying technologies [34]. Therefore, the objective
of this research i.e. automatic transformation of EBMs to the corresponding ESMs is consistent with the basic ideas of MDD. The
blueprint of these transformations and positioning of ASIM on service-based solution lifecycle is portrayed as shown in Fig. 16.
Additionally, this automated method for services’ discovery could be leveraged in service modeling methodologies to support its
services’ identification phase. The benefits of the proposed method and its associated tool are summarized in the following
categories:
 Solution lifecycle automation. Existing service modeling methods result in service-oriented systems that are sluggish in their
response to dynamic conditions and changing requirements, expensive to maintain over extended periods of time, and prone
to system failure [17]. As an alternative to this approach, this paper introduces a model-driven approach to service
identification, which is well-suited to rapidly changing conditions and requirements. In addition, once can use this automation
to improve the quality of the solution, as well as to support the overall governance process.
 Software architect’s task simplification. Identification and discovery of architecturally significant elements of target solution
are labor-intensive tasks. This research work puts forward the automation which reduces the overall cost of ownerships and
enhances the architect role by focusing on the conceptual tasks.
 Business-IT alignment. In our approach, the services have been identified and specified automatically from business models.
These business models are the representatives of the business requirements. Therefore, by adopting this method in an
enterprise, the gap between IT solutions and business drivers could be bridged.
 Method reusability. As organizations seek to obtain greater business efficiency, there has been increased emphasis on reuse as
a principle that should be applied throughout the software development life cycle. Since authors have utilized model driven
principles, the possibility of reusing at the software development method, have been suggested.
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Fig. 16. ASIM positioning on service-based solution lifecycle

8.

Verification and Validation of the Method

We verified the method by applying it in three case studies, one of which was a sales solution development of a goods
distribution company to support user requirements that will be described thoroughly in this section. Using the method to identify
services of the case study is summarized in the section 8.1. Then a survey was conducted to gather opinions and, in this way, to
assess the users’ evaluation of the method. The results of the survey are presented in section 8.2.
8.1. Applicability of the method
Usability and applicability of the method where tested by applying the method to identify the services of three business
domains that one of which is sales. The motivation for this study came from Behpakhsh Corporation
(http://www.behpakhsh.com). A company located in Tehran that distributes foodstuff and consumable products of several
industrial groups and producers. Since this company wants to evolve from the traditional business model to a service-oriented
business and aim to align their information technology strategies to their business strategies, we have chosen this company as
our case study. How to apply the ASIM method and the ASOMF-Tool to identify services of this domain was presented to selected
members of a software development team, who then participated in the survey. To maintain simplicity while applying the method
in practice, we did not use all the details of the method presented in this paper such as the formal definitions. However, the
process model, main artifacts and techniques of the ASIM were well explored, illustrated and tested in the case study. It was
beyond the scope of the study to develop a complete sales application. The aim of the case study to test the usability of the
method in a real case, and based on applying the method, to survey the opinions of the people involved in the application of the
method. For conducting this case study, the business model and requirements are extracted from the enterprise architecture's
documents.

8.1.1.

Business scenario of the case study

The company under study receives orders daily from mostly regular and some casual customers. The orders are placed by a
role: "sales person”. The sales person delivers the orders to the "sales-in-charge" who in turn passes the orders on to the sales
clerk for processing. The processing order includes checking customer's credit information, checking discounts for the goods
ordered, if any, checking inventory, and calculating the final order price. When a customer approves the final price, the order is
ready to be shipped. Shipping requires the sales-in-charge to schedules the shipment based on the processed orders, and a draft
is delivered to the shipper. The draft may include several orders. The warehouse manager issues a voucher indicating the
delivered goods to the shipper. The shipper ships and delivers the orders, receives the payment check, and returns it to the
financial department representative who then issues a financial "account receivable" note.
8.1.2.

Conducting the case study
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Identification of services began with the preparation of the business model. Having analyzed the business model based on the
scenario, the corresponding CRUD matrix, as portrayed in Fig. 17, was prepared by applying the appropriate procedure such as
the one described in section 3.2. Following the algorithm 1, the output matrix is shown in Fig 18. Consequently, all the derived
services have been named, and the interaction model is designed automatically as listed in Table 7. The derived service set
consisting of four services of the case study after applying the ASIM is shown in table 7, where their corresponding names, related
behavioral and structural parts of each service are itemized. The names of the services have been determined by the most
influential business entity in each service. Average values of the objective function within 10 runs of the algorithm 1 for this case
study has been shown in Fig 19. The x-axis and y-axes are the number of iterations and average value of the objective function
respectively. The average values soared dramatically at the beginning of the iterations.
By reviewing the outcome, the semantic integrity of each service is reasonably good. For instance, the first three EBPs that are
related to crediting management capability are grouped correctly into a service boundary, and this is totally meaningful from
experts’ point of view as revealed in our empirical survey. The other clusters, which are concentrated on credit, invoice and
inventory management capabilities, have the same situation in terms of their meaningful grouping of their elements. All the
derived services have been passed from the criteria in the exposure phase and all of them have been exposed and stored as an
XML like Fig. 13 in the enterprise service repository.
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Fig. 17. CRUD matrix of the case study
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Fig. 18. Clustered CRUD matrix of the case study

Fig 19. The values of the objective function Z in each iteration
Table 7. Identified Services of the Case Study
Services

Service names

S1

Manage Credit

S2
S3

Manage Order
Manage Shipping
Schedule
Manage Inventory

S4

Behavioral parts
(index of EBPs)
1, 10, 3

Structural parts (index of BEs)

RS

1, 2, 8

S2, S3

2, 4, 6, 13
7, 9, 8

3, 10
4, 6, 5

S1, S4
S1, S2

5, 12, 11

7, 9

S1, S3

8.2. Empirical evaluation of the method
The users' evaluation was collected through a survey. The survey consisted of the team that participated in the case study. The
aim of the survey was to obtain an independent evaluation of the ASIM method from people, who were potential future users of
the method and its associated tool, but not involved in their development. We make persons with different backgrounds and
different roles and concerns in the development process, from business analysts to software architects and developers part of the
survey to help us to obtain illustrative and valid results. All the participants had extensive experience in the fields of serviceoriented systems development and extensive knowledge of the latest developments in service-oriented analysis and design
specially SOMA. The participants were familiar with the sales business domain and existing related documents and their own
systems analysis and design practices. They were looking for a more efficient and effective approach in building enterprise
systems for the future using service-oriented analysis and design methods.
At the beginning, authors held discussions with the participants to determine and assess their current service identification
and specification practice. Before conducting this case study, in the team were introduced to prescriptive guidelines given in [2]
[13]. The analysis and design process includes creating an analysis model based on the domain business model. Then the SOMA

identification and specification techniques were applied to derive the service model. Although they applied a novel approach,
they had some difficulties in identifying the right services. In the design and implementation and occasionally in deployment
phases they derive services, which have complicated dependencies with each other. Hence, they faced many difficulties for
maintaining their developed systems in their cost and time dimensions. Furthermore, in the case of huge domains, the
productivity of service modeling activities was not promising. In addition, since the methods that were followed by the team
depend heavily on the human’s experience, they could not outsource the design and implementation to distinctive contractors
because it might be possible to receive service models with unequal quality. The assessment of existing service-modeling
practices at Behpakhsh helped us to design this survey.
We presented our approach for identifying the services to the participants during a group meeting. Regarding how the method
functions, they were presented with the main tenet, technical metrics defined in the method, the algorithm, and the ASOM-Tool
to the participants.
8.2.1.

Survey Settings

We decided to use the technique of structured interviews. The repetition of the same interview enabled authors to compare
and aggregate the collected data. The person asking the questions, researcher, is allowed to explain the things that the
interviewee, or respondent, does not understand. All interviewees are treated equally since all of them are asked the same
questions. This replication of the same interview with all the interviewees enables comparing and aggregating data, while the
interviewees could elicit comments. The interviewer, authors, can then generalize the findings of the survey to the population
from which the interview sample came. The survey provided us with a reliable source of quantitative data derived from statistical
analysis. Authors were aware that the quality and usefulness of the data were highly dependent upon the quality of the questions
asked. Furthermore, by considering the possibility that our presence might have influenced the way interviewees' responses, we
tried to minimize that effect. We had considered the different aspects that could threaten the internal and external validity of the
study, such as differences among participants, precision of ratings, learning effects, fatigue effects, and incentives.
The questions were formulated as propositions in an attempt to force the interviewees to make their opinions explicit. They
could rate a proposition based on a five-point scale ranging from (1) strongly disagree, (2) disagree, (3) neutral, (4) agree, and (5)
strongly agree. We used a statistical test to gain support for the directions of the outcomes. Seven people participated in the
survey. In the survey tables, m denotes the mean, i.e. the average of the given grades, sd denotes the standard deviation, and np
represents the number of positive responses, i.e. responses 4 or 5.
8.2.2.

Survey Questionnaire

The survey was divided into four questionnaires, where each reflected a particular aspect of the method. The first part of the
survey was related to the case study in general and the general characteristics of the method. The second examined topics
related to the main characteristics of the input model i.e. the CRUD matrix. The third part covered the topics related to the output
model i.e. the service model. Finally, the fourth part was related to ASOM-Tool characteristics.
The set of topics and rates related to the case study and, the proposed service-oriented method in general is shown in Table 8.
Due to company’s service orientation, the natural software project settings in Behpakhsh are commonly related to delivering
services with the specified quality of services. That made our mission in Behpakhsh twofold. The first aim was to demonstrate to
the team the benefits and roles of an automated method when building enterprise solutions. Our second aim was to show how
adopting technical metrics in a quantitative manner offers a number of advantages over the traditional prescriptive method. The
participants generally agreed on the positioning of the ASIM method in the lifecycle of enterprise solution development.
The survey participants were also asked about the general properties of the applied method, i.e. to what extent the method
was easy to grasp, practical, flexible and systematic. The method was evaluated to be fairly simple, since it is aimed at automating
all the activities for service modeling. The method was evaluated as systematic, since it was shown in the case study that the
method provided a stepwise process. Parallel to its automatic nature, the method allows space for including the architect opinion
according to the needs of the particular business domain. The method was evaluated to be flexible, as it is possible to adopt
changes of business domain and adjusting controlling parameters.
The set of topics and answers related to the characteristics of input and output of the method is shown in Tables 9, 10
respectively. The set of concepts proposed in the method were generally well understood by the participants. They gave mainly
positive responses to the propositions about the preparation of the input artifact and the derived services. There were some
doubts (neutral opinions) about two of the principles of service-orientation, i.e. composability and feasibility of implementation.
The reason was that in this case study, we just designed service model and did not implement the sales solution. Therefore, some
of the participants have no idea, whether the challenges in maintenance will be diminished or not. Due to considering service
design principles, we strongly believe that the participants would have rated this statement in a more positive manner, if they
implement the service model later.
The set of topics and rates related to the implementation of the method is shown in Table 11. They found it user friendly,
properly architected and implemented, and has good performance in its task fulfilment. Three opinions were neutral when
judging whether documents of the tool are complete. Moreover, the participants did not answer significantly positive the
question about benefits of the tool for architects. These respondents had mainly used commercial CASE tools with their complete
documents and sophisticated functionality. However, the ASOM-Tool is not already a commercial tool, but we plan to extend the
tool to be a commercial service-oriented modeling and maintenance tool based on the ASOMF framework.

8.2.3.

Survey Summary

A positive evaluation of the method was noticed from the participants in the case study. As the statistical analysis shows
(number of positive responses and mean are high and standard deviation is considerably low in most of the cases), the arguments
provided by the participants when rating on the given propositions was in favor of our method. At the end of the case study, the
participants were pretty much convinced that their company would adopt the proposed method, or a variant of the method
based on similar principles and techniques, in the near future.
Regarding when the proposed method is expected to be used in service modeling phase of a service-oriented solution lifecycle,
firstly, it was validated through a field study, which actually takes place before implementation phase. In order to empirically
validate the adopted technical metrics and the method itself, further experiments need to be carried out. They can be more
rigorously validated through several surveys in extensive projects and gather data after implementation phase.
Table 8. Experts' Answer w.r.t General Capabilities
Basic method capabilities
Participation in this case study was valuable for my organization.
The method showed the importance of identification and specification process based on
quantitative measures.
The method showed the importance of automated methods in building an enterprise solution.
(productivity)
The place of the method in the lifecycle of enterprise solutions was clearly situated
The method was shown to be easy to grasp.
The method was shown to be practical at enterprise scales.
The method was shown to be flexible.
The method was shown to be systematic.
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Table 9. Experts' Answer w.r.t Input of the Method
Capabilities of the CRUD matrix
The CRUD matrix was clearly defined and understandable
The preparation of the CRUD matrix was feasible
The preparation of the CRUD matrix was simple
The information embedded in the CRUD matrix was enough for service identification
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Table 10. Experts' Answer w.r.t Result of the Method
Capabilities of the identified services
The service concept was clearly defined.
The identified services were suitable w.r.t technical metrics.
Semantics integrity of the identified services was acceptable
The identified services were business aligned. (Business alignment)
The identified services could be used in a context entirely different from the one from which the
service was originally identified. (Composability)
The identified services were technical feasible to implement in a cost- and time-effective manner.
(Feasibility of implementation)
The identified services could be used within all processes and applications where their functions
are required. (Redundancy elimination)

Table 11. Experts' Answer w.r.t ASOM-Tool
Capabilities of the adopted tool
ASOM-Tool was well documented
ASOM-Tool was easy to use
ASOM-Tool was properly implemented the ASIM
ASOMT-Tool's performance was acceptable
Utilizing ASOMT-Tool in service identification was beneficial for architect
Adoption of ASOM-Tool speed up service identification task fulfillment
ASOM-Tool was easy to maintain
ASOM-Tool architecture is sound

9.

Discussion

To clarify and justify open to interpretation aspects of the proposed method, authors believe it is useful to provide answers for
the following questions:
I. Why the defined matrix is suitable for the service identification activity?
We had four reasons for choosing the matrix structure to automate service identification. Firstly, most of the proper enterprise
business models have both structural (BEs) and behavioral (EBPs) parts simultaneously [14]. Secondly, this type of structure fully

considers semantic relationships between business elements hence transaction and semantic integrity [21] can be guaranteed.
Thirdly, business experts can be simply grasping the concepts behind this type of structure. Fourthly, and most importantly, the
CRUD matrices are commonly one of the artifacts of enterprise architecture projects. Thus, this asset could be reused instead of
recreating for service modeling activities.
II. Why the proposed method is valid?
We have conducted a field study consisting of three case studies in manufacturing, distribution, and sales industries. Table 12
have been compiled based on the information provided by the three domains, one of which is described in section 6.2 in detail.
The scales of the case studies have been selected in different categories. To have comparable data, all the case studies
parameters’ consisting of the process, number of participants, questionnaire, method and tool, measures are the same as the
case studied in section 6.2. As the statistical analysis measures of the Table 12 shows, we observe indications of a positive
evaluation of our method and the tool from the field study.
III. Does the method derive all types of services in a layered service model?
Service modeling is about identifying the right services and organising them in a hierarchy of services (smaller grained often
supporting larger grained), choreographing them together for supporting a business process. A process-centric service can be
composed of finer-grained task-centric or entity-centric services. They need to be supported by infrastructure services and
management services, such as those providing technical utility like logging, security or authentication, and those that manage
resources [41]. By adopting the proposed approach in this paper, mostly process-centered services that have more added values
in comparison to the other services according to Fig. 20 could be identified. However, the other types except infrastructure
services might be discovered not because of the inherent technique of the method. Its associated interaction model and list of the
identified services are shown in Fig. 21 and table 13 respectively.
IV. Why the objective function Z is valid to measure the appropriateness level of service granularity?
In order to empirically validate the Z measure, further experiments using experimental models need to be carried out. In this
regard, to gain confidence in utilizing it as an objective function, a controlled experiment was conducted in which 35 services
were ranked by the seven experts. The hypothesis was the existence of significant correlation between the Z and the expert’s
rating of the service granularity appropriateness level. Since the experts rated services using a numerical scale from 1 to 10,
quantitative analysis was selected to draw conclusions from collected data. The first step in the correlation analysis was to
ascertain whether the distribution of the data was normal, so the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test [59] was applied. As the distribution
was not normal, it was decided to use a non-parametrical statistical test, namely the Spearman Rank-Difference Correlation
Coefficient [59] with two levels of significance. The Spearman rS is a non-parametric statistic used to show the relationship
between two variables, which are expressed as ranks (the ordinal level of measurement).
The analysis performed on the collected data led to some interesting results. Table 14 shows the summary of statistical
analysis representing describing the Spearman rank-difference correlation coefficient between experts’ ratings and the values
given by the Z. For each experiment, the correlation coefficient, rS, the significance of each coefficient and the number of cases
with non-missing values are also shown in the table. The absolute value of the correlation coefficient indicates the strength, with
larger absolute values indicating stronger relationships.
Based on the data from Table 14, correlation is significant for the experiment; therefore, this leads the authors back to the
original goal which was to demonstrate that the Z serves the objective it was defined for, i.e. measure the appropriateness of
service granularity.
V. What if the EBM change frequently?
Because any system is exposed to many different variable conditions, most of which emerge from the business itself, they have
to be flexible enough to encounter these changes, and dynamically adapting to them hence maximizing the benefits to each user
[52]. In order to accommodate the changes emerge from business side, a novel method, called ASMEM [52], have been
introduced, which consists of several steps based on quantitative criteria to support automated evolution management in servicebased solution life cycles. As a well-defined matrix as the business model has been adopted. Therefore, it is possible to
automatically localize the several types of change scenarios and evaluate incremental changes as described in [52]. In addition, as
automated methods for service modeling have been developed, it becomes feasible to propagate the incremental changes
automatically. By adopting this method, changes induced by the maintenance activities in service-oriented systems can be treated
automatically, incrementally, and efficiently, thus reducing the cost of maintenance.
VI. Does the approach work for service composition?
Most of the service composition methods attempt to extract dependency information to discover related services and create
composite services [54]. Since ASIM captures the intensity of interdependencies between services, hence the dependency

information to facilitate service composition can be utilized. Also it is possible to adopt a graph clustering algorithm to cluster the
graph of service dependency and identify the high related services as a candidate to composite services.
VII. What are the practical implications of the method and the tool for practitioners?
Systematic identification of services that leads to improve the productivity of software production is the principal usage
scenario of the ASIM method and the ASOM-Tool in the service-oriented solution lifecycle. However, there are subordinate
practical applications for them. Since any system is exposed to many different conditions, most of which are emerged from the
business itself [48], they have to be flexible enough to encounter these changes and also dynamically adapting to these changes
would help to maximize the benefit to each user. Besides, localization of the effects of business changes could reduce the cost of
evolution and maintenance. Having automated methods, tools, and environments that cost-effectively accommodate changing
business requirements is a strong will for practitioners in service-oriented computing. Since the CRUD structure has capabilities to
localize the changes, practitioners could utilize the method and its implementation to automatically handle any changes at the
business level.
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Fig 20. A sample CRUD matrix
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Fig 21. Sample Interaction Model
Table 12. Empirical Observation of ASIM in the Field
Case study domain

Industry Scale

Input Size

Identified Services

Manufacturing

Medium-Large

EBP=27
BE=36

9

Objective
Function
Z =0.054

Distribution

Medium

EBP=13
BE=10

4

Z= 0.0062

Sales

Small

EBP=15
BE=12

Z=0.0024
2

Questionnaire Analysis
Measures
m=4.8
sdmax=0.9
sdmin=0
m=4.4
sdmax=0.8
sdmin=0
m=4.5
sdmax=0.7
sdmin=0.1

Table 13. Different types of the identified services
Service Name
S1

Service Type
Entity Centric

S2, S3

Process Centric

S4

Task Centric

CS1

Composite Service

Comments
The ratio of number of EBPs to
number of BEs is considerably high
(all of the CRUD actions of a set of
BEs were located in the cluster)
The cluster is consisted of a set of
EBPs and BEs and its associated
semantics relationships.
The dependency relationships to
this service is considerably high
The cluster is consisted of 3
services

Table 14. Nonparametric correlations table between the Z and average of expert judgments
Spearman's rho

Z

ExpertAve

Z

ExpertAve.

Correlation Coefficient

1.000

.835(**)

Sig. (2-tailed)

.

.000

N

35

35

Correlation Coefficient

.835(**)

1.000

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.

N

35

35

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)
10. Conclusions and Future Direction
In this paper, a novel method called ASIM for automatic identification of software services was introduced. This method acts as
a model transformation, which transforms an enterprise business model to a service model. The proposed method adopts four
new metrics include total semantic relationship, internal semantic dependency, external semantic dependency and service
semantic affinity. The metrics guide ASIM process to identify high quality services, which satisfy design principles includes
granularity, coupling, cohesion, reusability, and maintainability. This multi-objective problem has been transformed to a singleobjective optimization problem, and a meta-heuristic algorithm has been proposed to derive optimal services based on the
proposed metrics. The key benefit of the method is to enhance the productivity of the service-oriented modeling. The verification
and validation of the proposed method have been evaluated by conducting enterprise-scale study and user’s evaluations of the
method.
Leveraging the CRUD matrix in order to have the capability to deal with complicated design and architectural decisions such as
those exist in the service realization is considered as future work. Proposing an appropriate method to automate service
realization by adopting the enhanced matrix is considered as further work. Developing a more sophisticated optimization
algorithm to cluster the enhanced matrix is also desirable. Additionally, in order to solidify the ASOMF framework, we aim to
propose a rigorous mathematical foundation for service modeling.
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